Unilateral incomplete bifid ureter: a case report
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Abstract

Introduction: There are many congenital anomalies of ureter has been described in various literatures. This kind of anomaly is takes special importance because they remain asymptomatic or clinically present as pyelonephritis or urinary lithiasis. Even information of this kind of variation is very useful for radiological diagnosis. Case Report: We have observed a right sided incomplete bifid ureter during dissection done for under graduates in our institution. The renal pelvis and ureter up to the pelvic brim was double and they were fused at the level of pelvic brim to form a single ureter. It finally opens into left lateral angle of the base of the urinary bladder by a single opening. Discussion: Normally ureter is a long tubular structure measuring 25-30 cm extending from renal pelvis to base of the urinary bladder, having thick muscular wall and a narrow lumen. Developmental variations like early splitting of ureteral bud can lead to such kind of anomaly. The incidence of bifid ureter is 0.5-3.0%. Thus early diagnosis of such asymptomatic conditions will prevent future complications and aid successful treatment.
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1 Introduction

Ureter is a long tubular structure extending from renal pelvis to urinary bladder measuring 25-30 cm. It has thick muscular wall and a narrow lumen. Superiorly it is continuous with funnel shaped structure called renal pelvis through which it communicates with secreting part of kidney. Inferiorly it opens into the lateral angle of the base of the urinary bladder. Ureter has upper part called abdominal part which runs down wards in the posterior abdomen wall up to pelvic brim. Lower part called pelvic part extends from pelvic brim to trigonal angle of urinary bladder (STANDRING, 2008). Ureter develops from the ureteric bud, as a diverticulum from the mesonephric duct around the 5th week of intra uterin life. The ureteric bud bifurcates when it comes into contact with the metanephric blastema (MOORE and PERSAUD, 1998).

Most of the cases reported have other associated variations. But here we have not observed any other anomaly other than incomplete unilateral bifid ureter. Such cases may remain asymptomatic throughout life, unless they produce some complications like frequent urinary tract infection, calculi, uretero ureteric reflux, ureteric stenosis, pyelonephritis (DAS, DHAR and MEHRA, 2011).

This kind of variations running in the same family is though rare. Seven such families had been identified (ATWELL, COOK, HOWELL et al., 1974). Incomplete duplication or bifid ureter is three times more common than complete duplication (MANDAL, GUPTA, CHAKRABORTY et al. 2012). Thus they impose immense risk to operating surgeons or can puzzle radiologists. So it makes it very useful to have some light on such variations.

2 Case Report

During the routine dissection of an adult male cadaver for undergraduate students in our college under Nitte University, we observed an unusual variation. The left renal pelvis and ureter was partially split into two (Figures 1 and 2). The renal pelvis and ureter up to the pelvic brim was double and they were fused at the level of pelvic brim to form a single ureter (Figure 1). It finally opens into the urinary bladder through its left lateral trigonal angle by a single opening. The total length of ureter including renal pelvis is 25 cm. The length of split region is 17 cm. The renal pelvis and ureter of the right side is normal. The shapes of kidney were normal. There were no any variations in renal vessels observed.

3 Discussion

Ureter starts developing from the ureteric bud in 5th week of intrauterine life as a diverticulum from dorsomedial side of the mesonephric duct. It grows upwards towards metanephric tissue. The ureteric bud bifurcates when it comes in contact with the metanephric blastema, induced by glial cell line derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF). Subsequent divisions of the ureteric bud and the mesenchyme form the gross structure of the kidney with major and minor calyces. The developing ureteric wall is highly permeable at an early stage. Its lumen becomes obliterated later and subsequently gets re canalized. Both processes begin at intermediate levels of the ureter and proceed cranially and caudally. Two uniform enlargements appear at the lumbar and pelvic levels of the ureter (CHAWLA, GUPTA, SINGH et al., 2014). Lack of GDNF or premature splitting of the uretral bud before it reaches to the nephrogenic cells gives rise to incomplete or branched ureter. Early splitting may give rise to complete duplication of ureter (HAWTHORNE, 1936).

Among the 0.1-0.2% abnormal foetuses which are detected during the inutero ultrasound procedures, 20-30% is anomalies of the genitourinary tract. Such abnormalities can be detected as early as 12-15 weeks gestation (CHAWLA, GUPTA, SINGH et al., 2014). In two-thirds of the cases, ureteral duplication
Based on data published by urograms, partially duplicated systems are three times more common than complete ones (BHAMANI and SRIVASTAVA, 2013). Author has quoted some cases where main ureter is branched into three, four and even five divisions (HAWTHORNE, 1936).

One of the author reported unilateral quadruplication of ureter which is a very rare condition (BHANDARKAR, RAJU and RAO, 1997).

Urteral triplication and contralateral duplication, rare congenital anomaly of the urinary tract. Since its first description, only about 100 cases have been reported in the literature.

Urteral quadruplication is a very rare case reported (SÖYLEMEZ, KOPLAY, ALTUNOLUK et al. 2011). This is the first case described in Cameroon, central Africa, and apparently the 13th worldwide (AKABA, NKODO, FOUDA et al., 2013).

In clinical practice, it has been found that duplicated collecting systems are two times more common in women compared with men (CHAWLA, GUPTA, SINGH et al., 2014). It was also found that there was a one in eight possibility that a child with duplicated ureters would have a parent or sibling who was similarly affected (BHAMANI and SRIVASTAVA, 2013).

It is well recognised fact that an abnormal organ is more liable to disease than a normal one, so the possibility of this kind of variation should be kept in mind while treating (HAWTHORNE, 1936). While many patients are asymptomatic or have only mild symptoms (BHATTACHARYYA, BASU and SAMANTA, 2005).

Most duplication cases are incomplete with the ureters joining above their origin in the bladder. Such systems are prone to ureteroureteral reflux (WU, SNOW and TAYLOR, 1986). A duplex urinary tract is prone to infection, either from obstruction associated with an ectopic ureter or from vesico-ureteric reflux (ATWELL, COOK, HOWELL et al., 1974).

Ureteroureteral reflux may occur in as many as 80% of cases. Severe reflux may be associated with a loss of cortical function in the affected renal segment. Partial duplication is usually diagnosed in adults and most of the cases present with hydronephrosis and recurrent urinary tract infection (GUPTA, GALHOTRA and SAGGAR, 2013).

Retrograde pylogram can be a good tool than intravenous pylogram to detect such anomaly (HAWTHORNE, 1936). The author reported a rare case of bilateral incomplete double ureters. Initially based on Intravenous urography right side was shown as partial ureteric duplication, while left side was complete ureteric duplication. However, 3-dimensional CT urography, reconstructed using 16-multidetector computed tomography (CT), demonstrated bilateral incomplete double ureters (LEE, KIM, KANG et al., 2007).

Presence of such anomaly usually goes unnoticed with minor complaint of patient. In such situation it is better for clinicians to suspect this kind of anomaly. This information is
also very useful to radiologists for early detection. Thus early intervention may decrease future complications of the collecting system and decreases the morbidity and mortality significantly.
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